
 

Malvirà was established in the 1950s by 
Giuseppe Damonte, at a time when the 
Roero's potential was yet unrealized. 
Giuseppe had a great passion for farming 
and wine, a passion that he passed on to his 
two sons, Roberto and Massimo. In 1974, 
Roberto and Massimo took the reigns and 
began slowly turning the family's bulk wine 
business into an Estate focusing on quality 
wine production.  
 

Today, Malvirà's wines are produced from 
Estate fruit, organically farmed across 104 
acres and 6 vineyards. Over the years, 
they have been one of the most ardent 
proponents of the Arneis grape. 42 of 
their 104 acres are devoted to the 
propagation of Arneis. It is the wine for 
which Malvirà is renowned. In 2007, the 
Damontes purchased the Renesio 
vineyard, which they leased since 1983. 
Renesio is the cru from which the Arneis 
grape was identified in 1478. In fact, it is 
unknown which came first, the name of 
the vineyard, or the name of the grape! 
Arneis needs careful farming. According 

to Massimo Damonte, who oversees viticulture at his Estate, the secret to great 
Arneis lies in old vines. Malvirà's average vine age for Arneis is 40‑50 years old. 
Vine age naturally helps to inhibit yields, allowing the plant to channel more of 
its energy in producing lesser quantities of higher quality fruit. The dimensions 
of flavors vary based on the type of soil and the mesoclimate of the vineyard.  
In addition to Arneis, Malvirà produces Favorita, Roero (100% Nebbiolo), 
Barbera, and Birbet. 
 

MALVIRA 2005 ROERO RISERVA “TRINITA”             
100% Nebbiolo from the Trinita vineyard. 
Aged for 24 months in French oak. Rested in bottle for 1 year. 
92+ Points, The Wine Advocate: "I am very grateful that Malvirà decided to 
send me this back vintage, made 15 years ago, because understanding the 
aging trajectory of these samples is not easy. The 2005 Roero Riserva Trinità—
preciously sent to me with plastic wrap to protect its label—shows us the 
potential of aged Roero. I am impressed. The wine is not totally linear, and in 
fact, it offers some disjointed tones along the way; but there is a lot of 
personality with dried blackberry, aniseed, cola, licorice, dried herb and 
almond. I also get rusty nail and ferrous earth. The tannins are gritty and 
textured. Tasting this wine was indeed a very special experience.” 
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